Finding Aid to the P. Hewison Pollock Collection

Pollock, Philip Hewison (1897-1973)
P. Hewison Pollock Collection, 1918, 1968
2 Items
Small Collection 1625

OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Institute.

Provenance: Donated by Unknown.

Property rights: The Institute for Regional Studies owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the Institute.

Citation: [Identification of item]. P. Hewison Pollock Collection (SC 1625), Institute for Regional Studies, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

SCOPE AND CONTENT

His 1918 Interstate Oratorical Contest speech entitled "The world citizen," and a newspaper clipping.

BOX AND FOLDER LIST

His 1918 Interstate Oratorical Contest speech entitled "The world citizen," and a newspaper clipping.